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Death by Search Warrant?
Details of the Breonna Taylor Warrant Deepen Distrust of the Police
by Dylan Lovan

of The Associated Press

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Recent revelations about
the search warrant that
led to Breonna Taylor’s
death have reopened old
wounds in Louisville’s
Black community and
disrupted the city’s efforts
to restore trust in the police
department.
Former Louisville officer
Kelly Goodlett admitted in
federal court that she and
another officer falsified
information in the warrant.
That confirmed to many,
including U.S. Attorney
General Merrick Garland,
that Taylor never should
have been visited by armed
officers on March 13, 2020.
Protest leaders who took
to the streets of Kentucky’s
largest city after she was
fatally shot by police say
Goodlett’s
confession
confirms their suspicions
that
Louisville
police
can’t be trusted and that
systemic issues run deep.
They say officers abused
demonstrators after the
botched raid, and that her
fatal shooting is just one
of many reasons why the
community remains wary.
“What bothers me so
incredibly is that so many
lives were lost because
of this lie,” said Hannah
Drake, a Louisville poet and
leader in a push for justice
after Taylor’s death. “They
don’t even understand the
far-reaching tentacles of
what they did.”
More than once during
that long, hot summer,
individual officers escalated
rather than calmed a
situation.

Police and protesters converge during a demonstration, Wednesday, Sept. 23, 2020, in Louisville, Ky.
Recent revelations about the search warrant that led to Breonna Taylorʼs death have reopened old wounds
in Louisvilleʼs Black community and disrupted the cityʼs efforts to restore trust in the police department. (AP
Photo/John Minchillo, File)

Days before a Black
man was shot dead by a
National Guard member
in his restaurant’s kitchen,
an officer who wounded
the man’s niece taunted
demonstrators on social
media, daring them to
challenge police. Another
Louisville officer faces a
federal charge over hitting
a kneeling protester in the
back of the head with a
baton.
“We were right to
protest,” Louisville Urban
League President Sadiqa
Reynolds tweeted shortly
after
Goodlett’s
plea.
“People are dead and lives
upended because of a pile
of lies.”
Some Louisville officers
have been disciplined,
fired, and even charged
with crimes for abusing
protesters, in addition to the
four officers now charged
federally in relation to

the botched raid. But the
problems can’t be blamed
on a few rogue officers,
according to a lawsuit
brought by Taylor’s white
neighbors, who were nearly
hit by gunfire during the
raid.
They
accuse
the
department of
having
a “warrior culture” and
cultivating an “us vs. them”
mentality. In a lawsuit, the
family of the man shot at
the restaurant alleges that
police aggression during a
curfew instigated his death.
Louisville is working
on numerous reforms,
implementing
a
new
911 diversion program,
increasing
leadership
reviews of search warrant
requests and improving
officer training. The city
has outlawed “no knock”
warrants, conducted an
independent audit and paid
Taylor’s mother $12 million

in a civil settlement. A new
police chief, Erika Shields,
was hired in 2021.
Such
reforms
have
been implemented amid a
continuing U.S. Department
of Justice investigation of
LMPD’s policing practices,
which could land at any
moment.
The chief called Taylor’s
death “horrific,” and said
in an interview with The
Associated Press that she
welcomes
the
federal
investigations, which led
to charges against Goodlett
and the other officers. “I
think we’re in an important
place that was necessary to
get to, before we move on,”
she said.
Mayor Greg Fischer,
whose 12-year run ends
this year, said city officials
turned the probes over to
state and federal officials
see BREONNA TAYLOR, A5

Three Generations of Shahids Primed to Paint City

26th Ward Alderwoman Shameem Clark Hubbard and 7th
Ward Alderman Jack Coatar flank three generations of Shahids
(Owner Mellve Shahid Jr., Mellve Shahid Sr. and Mellve Shahid
III) as the open their new Shahidʼs Painting and Decorating
location at 1622 Broadway. Standing to his left is wife Dr. Kacy
Seals Shahid, Principal CVPA.

Three generations of Mellve Shahids with a Proclamation from
the City of Saint Louis, presented by Alderwoman Shameem
Clark Hubbard and Alderman Jack Coatar.
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Children of Daniel Prude to be Cared For
Rochester, NY to Pay $12M to Family of Another Black Man Killed by Police
The settlement money,
minus lawyers’ fees and
costs, will go to Prude’s
five children, who are
now heirs to the estate,
attorneys said.
Associated Press Report
ROCHESTER,
N.Y.
(AP)
— City officials agreed to pay $12
million to the children of Daniel
Prude, a Black man who died
after police held him down until
he stopped breathing on a snowy
street in Rochester, New York.

A federal judge approved the
settlement in a court document
filed Thursday. Rochester Mayor
Malik D. Evans said in a statement
that the agreement was “the best
decision” for the city.
“It would have cost taxpayers
even more to litigate, and would
have placed a painful toll on our
community,” said Evans, who
wasn’t in office when Prude died
in March 2020.
The settlement money, minus
lawyers’ fees and costs, will go to
Prude’s five children, who are heirs

to the estate, attorneys said.

“I think that it’s an amount of
money that is sufficient to show
that the City of Rochester recognizes that something very bad happened and that it’s very important
for the city to put it in the rearview
mirror and move forward,” said
lawyer Matthew Piers, who represents the administrator of the

estate.

The agreement is the latest in a
number of settlements involving
police killings of Black people in
the U.S. in the last decade.
Among them: a $27 million agreement with the family of George
Floyd and a $12 million settlement
with relatives of Breonna Taylor.
Their 2020 deaths — his in Min-

neapolis, hers in Louisville, Kentucky — ignited protests around
the country and fueled a reckoning
on racial justice and policing.

ATTENTION
VOTERS
IN THE CITY OF ST. LOUIS
A General Election will be held in the City of St. Louis on Tuesday, November 8, 2022. Before you go to your polling place to
cast a ballot, here are some “helpful hints” to make your voting experience more enjoyable.
1.
In order to vote, you must be in your assigned polling place OR go to one of the City’s twelve designated Vote Centers.
Your assigned polling place will be contained on the “Notice of Election” card you should have received from the Election Board.
A list of Vote Centers may be found on the Election Board’s website. Please note that your polling place may have changed. If
you did not receive such a “Notice of Election” card, call the Election Board at 622-4336.
2.
If you moved within the City of St. Louis within the last six months, notify the Election Board so that your registration
records can be updated.
3.
You must have a government-issued PHOTO ID in order to vote. Acceptable PHOTO IDS include an unexpired
Missouri driver or nondriver license, or a passport or military ID with your photo on it. If you do not have a valid PHOTO ID,
you may vote a provisional ballot.
4.
Since November 8 is a General Election, you do NOT need to select a party ballot. Since the ballot is a long one,
however, every voter is encouraged to download a sample ballot from the Election Board’s website, mark their selections, and
take it with them to use as a guide when they go to their polling place to facilitate faster voting. Your “Notice of Election” card
also contains a sample ballot.
5.
As in previous elections, you may vote using either an optical scan voting machine OR a touch screen voting machine. If
you need help in using either machine, the Election Judges at your polling place will help.
For additional information, please visit the Board’s web site at HYPERLINK “http://www.stlouis-mo.gov/government/
departments/board-election-commissioners/” www.stlouis-mo.gov/government/departments/board-election-commissioners/ or
call the Election Board at 314-622-4336.
[Rev. 10-21-22]
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Boosting Black and Minority Enterprises
VP Harris Announces a Slate of SBA Actions to Aid Minority Businesses
Among a slate of new actions by the Biden-Harris
administration, the vice
president announced that
the Small Business Administration (SBA) would
propose a rule this fall to
expand its lender base by
lifting the moratorium on
new Small Business Lending Companies.
by Stacy M. Brown

NNPA Senior Correspondent
Vice President Kamala Harris used
her time at Freedman’s Bank Forum
to announce new public and privatesector efforts to advance racial equity.
Harris said the administration recognizes the continued difficulty that
Black-owned businesses have in finding funding.
She acknowledged that they routinely are the first to suffer during an
economic downturn. Among a slate
of new actions by the Biden-Harris
administration, the vice president announced that the Small Business Administration (SBA) would propose a
rule this fall to expand its lender base
by lifting the moratorium on new
Small Business Lending Companies.
The action would allow new lenders to apply for a license to offer SBAbacked 7(a) small business loans.
Also, the Minority Business Development Agency (MDBA) will

issue a $100 million notice of funding
opportunity to provide technical assistance grants for entrepreneurship
technical assistance providers to
help businesses owned by socially
and economically disadvantaged individuals launch, scale, and connect
with growth capital.
Harris said to facilitate greater
availability of small-balance mortgages, and HUD would issue requests
to solicit specific and actionable feedback on the barriers that prevent the
origination of these mortgages and
recommendations for increasing the
volume of small-mortgage loans in
federal programs.
The White House said these and
a host of other new policy steps follow two recent announcements by
the administration of billions of dollars in investments for Community
Development Financial Institutions
(CDFIs) and Minority Depository

Institutions (MDIs).
The actions aim to deliver capital
and resources to underserved small
businesses and the community lenders who serve them, Harris stated.
“Small businesses are the engines
of our economy and the path to
economic prosperity for countless
Americans in underserved communities,” the vice president asserted.
“Community lenders – including
CDFIs, MDIs, and others – are vital to
unlocking the full economic potential
of these communities, turning previously sidelined talent into a source of
economic growth and shared prosperity for all.”
Earlier, Janet Yellen, the U.S. Department of Treasury secretary, said
the White House sought to use the
Freedman’s Bank Forum to shine a
spotlight on how the administration’s
pandemic relief efforts supported

www.stlargusnews.com • @argusstl

Black – and minority-owned businesses.
The forum, launched in 2015, seeks
to develop strategies to help stamp out
and overcome systemic racism in the
financial industry.
“Unfortunately, for too long, the
small business ecosystem in underserved communities has struggled to
keep up with better-funded businesses
and entrepreneurs in more prosperous
communities,” Harris stated.
“Entrepreneurs of color regularly
report being turned away by traditional financial institutions for loans
at higher rates than their white counterparts. And the community lenders
committed to filling that gap similarly
report that shortfalls in capital and
technical capacity limit their ability
to invest in the communities that need
them the most.”
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A Hub for Black Families and Futures
The Advocacy and Efficacy of the Urban League of Metropolitan St. Louis
by Kim Kelly Hudson

Correspondent for The ARGUS
Today, Tom
Bailey continues building
new relationships that also
build a pipeline for neighbors to cross
from day-today survival
to planning for
their futures.
“Most people don’t know what the
Urban League does,” admitted Tom
Bailey, Jr., Vice President of Development for the Urban League.
He recounted how a Black activist
and a white philanthropist founded
The National Urban League in
New York City in 1910. Then, he
explained how the group continues
to help African Americans nearly a
thousand miles away and more than
a hundred years later in St. Louis.
The St. Louis office recently
bought the Old Sears Building on
North Kingshighway near Dr. Martin
Luther King Drive. The building that
once held various small businesses
and unrelated organizations is now a
hub with nearly 20 service centers in
Missouri and Ilinois.
“This is a special time to be at the
Urban League.”
SAVE OUR SISTERS
“Save our Sisters was created specifically to empower African American women and others due to mass
incarceration of African American
males,” Bailey explained. “How are
you going to manage a family, and
the husband is not here because he
is in jail?”
The program offers job training,
resume building, and interview
readiness. The space also looks like
a boutique. Neiman Marcus, Urban
League board members, and the
community donated suits, pants,
skirts, jackets and accessories for
work.
Getting these services to women
takes a lot of money. Bailey thanked
a big business for cutting a big
check.
“U.S. Bank just made a $1.5

million contribution to the Urban
League, and they said, ‘We want
you to make sure the bulk of those
dollars go to the Save Our Sisters
Program,’” Bailey said. “In fact, they
bought naming rights to be there.
That’s just how important they feel
that women are in the whole context
of having a progressive community
being developed.”
SAVE OUR SONS
The Urban League launched the
Save Our Sons program in direct
response to research done after the
police-killing of Michael Brown in
2014 in Ferguson, Mo.
“[Urban League St. Louis President and CEO] Mike McMillan
shared, the number one thing that
needed to be done was helping [men]

get gainful employment.”
Save Our Sons dedicated an entire
room to business menswear. Men
can also find resume building, networking and support.
“We’ve been able to generate 168
major corporations who have bought
in to help us get African American
males and others employed.”
Bailey added that Urban League
branches in Portland, Ore., Indianapolis, Memphis, and Houston took
notice and wanted to know more
about Save Our Sons in St. Louis
THRIVENT
Thrivent is a Fortune 500 financial-services firm. After the start of
the COVID-19 pandemic, the St.
Louis Urban League held frequent
and massive food distribution events

to help affected families. Bailey
credited media coverage for putting
the Urban League on the radar for
Thrivent.
Thrivent sent volunteers for the
distribution events and $30,000 to
the Urban Expo Back-to-School
event. Then, executives made a request that would give the company
one of the first physical presences in
a Black community.
“’Can we talk to you about having
some space in the building?’” Bailey
remembered. “And that is how that
came to pass.”
Now, when neighbors come for
job training on the second floor and
food from the pantry on the first
floor, they can stop by the Thrivent
office to plan investments for their
financial futures.
PURPOSE
Urban League Housing Help
“For me, it fits what I’ve always
wanted to which is to help Black
people.”
Bailey joined the Urban League
in 2016.
Today, Tom Bailey continues
building new relationships that also
build a pipeline for neighbors to
cross from day-to-day survival to
planning for their futures.
“What I like about being here is
the opportunity to help people make
a major change in their lives, to help
them get better educated, to help
them get more income, to help them
do a better job of raising their families. That means something to me.”
The Urban League of Metropolitan
St. Louis offers many more services.
Learn more by calling 211.

HOME CARE + AT HOME CARE + AT HOME CARE + AT HOME

HOME CARE + AT HOME CARE + AT HOME CARE + AT HOME
CARLITA VASSER, MA, BSN, RN, CCN, Director of Nursing / CEO, At Home Care
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The Ideal of ‘Free Market Politics’
by Talibdin El-Amin
ARGUS Publisher

In economics, competition underlies
free market
principles that
are rooted in
a capitalistic
society. For
some
this
competition
has
created
income disparities and resulted in
a concentration of wealth and resources for a few. In a sports sense
competition brings about the talent
that may sit dormant if otherwise
not challenged by an external and
competitive force. Consistent with
the spirit of a palatable free market
philosophy and necessity to embrace it, is the idea of “free market”
politics.
African-Americans, the most
loyal voting bloc and base of the
Democratic party and a numerical
cog in the wheels of labor have
historically seen this support underappreciated, undervalued and
not reciprocated.
Why?
The social, political and economic establishments that have
benefited from African-Americans
have not been forced to compete
for the support that we have so
freely given without question.
Hence, “free market” politics.
Where political interests are
forced to compete for our votes and

BREONNA TAYLOR, from A1

“because the community rightfully
was saying LMPD should not be
investigating LMPD, and I agree
with that.”
Kentucky Attorney General
Daniel Cameron’s investigation
then ended without any officers
being charged directly in Taylor’s
death. It took federal prosecutors
to convict Goodlett — she pleaded
guilty to conspiracy and admitted
to helping create a phony link
between Taylor and a wanted
drug dealer. Goodlett resigned
the day before her charges were
announced in August and awaits
sentencing next month.
In August court filings, federal
prosecutors said another former
officer, Joshua Jaynes, inserted the
crucial information into the warrant
request that drew Taylor into the
narcotic squad’s investigation
— claiming that a postal inspector
had verified that the drug dealer
was receiving packages at Taylor’s
apartment.
Goodlett and Jaynes knew that
was false, as did their sergeant,
Kyle Meany, when he signed off
on the request, Garland said.
“Breonna Taylor should be alive
today,” Garland said.
Goodlett, Jaynes and Meany
were all fired, as was a fourth
officer, Brett Hankison, who
faces federal charges for blindly
firing into Taylor’s home through
a side door and window. He was

where interests specific to our community are brought to the fore in a
meaningful and concrete platform.
No platitudes or pyrrhic legislative victories that don’t impact our
community in a transformative
way.
Who’s at fault?
We teach people how to treat
us by what we allow. The reality
is we, the people bear the blame.
More specifically, the organizational leadership that represents
African-Americans, clergy and
elected officials who usher people
and interests before the masses
without having to not only justify the reasons we should support
these candidates and/or issues nor
construct an agenda to extract community concessions.

To assume and define this as
“selling out” would be rather
harsh, but a spot on reality, where
the community’s interest are sold
short to the individual interests of
a few.
As issues and important political
races are upon us, the people must
rise and challenge not allow those
seeking our support and vote to
articulate why they are best suited,
but hold accountable the organizations and Black elected officials,
and clergy who bring before issues
or those seeking office.
Our choices can no longer come
down to “the lesser of two evils”,
or dogmatic embrace of a partisanship. The people must decipher
and unhinge the fork tongue political speak of those whose positions
and talk change with the region and

color of the population.
When asked about my thoughts
of the candidacy of Rev. Al Sharpton for president years ago, which
many people seen as a waste was
in essence a defining moment that
needs to be examined and replicated. Its importance was that it
forced the Democratic party to
speak specifically of issues of concern and place upon it a platform
that represented us. Of course,
that’s the “Issuecrat” in me that
embraces issues over dogmatic
party loyalties. When people compete for our vote, we win.
Moving forward let’s challenge
all to support the things we say are
important to our community and
advance an agenda that’s inclusive
of our specific interests.

exonerated on
similar
state
charges earlier
this year. Jaynes
and
Meany
are being tried
together. That
trial, along with
H a n k i s o n ’s ,
is
scheduled
for next year.
Goodlett
is
expected
to
testify against
Jaynes.
Metro Council
President
David James, a
former police officer, said that to
restore trust, Louisville’s Black
community “just wants the police
to treat them the same way they
would treat people in another part
of the city.”
No incident highlighted the
racial divide more than the fatal
shooting of Black restaurant owner
David McAtee as police sought
to enforce the city’s curfew in a
predominantly African American
neighborhood far from the center
of the Taylor protests.
Just before midnight on May
31, 2020, Louisville officers
and Kentucky National Guard
members were sent to a gathering
spot near McAtee’s YaYa’s
BBQ “for a show of force (and)
intimidation,” McAtee’s family
alleges in a lawsuit.
A few nights earlier, officer Katie

Crews had been
photographed in
a line of police
as a protester
offered
her
a handful of
flowers. Crews
posted the image
on social media,
writing
that
she hoped the
protester
was
hurting from the
pepper balls she
“got lit up with a
little later on.”
“Come back
and get ya some
more ole girl, I’ll be on the line
again tonight,” Crews wrote.
When officers marched toward
McAtee’s
restaurant,
Crews
escalated the tension by firing nonlethal pepper balls at the crowd, an
LMPD investigation found. Many
people rushed into McAtee’s
kitchen, where his niece was shot
in the neck by Crews with the nonlethal rounds.
That prompted McAtee to pull
a pistol from his hip and fire a
shot. Seeing that, Crews and
other officers switched to live
rounds and McAtee, leaning out
his kitchen door, was fatally shot
in the chest by a National Guard
member. The deadly force was
found to be justified, but the police
chief was fired by Fischer because
the Louisville officers involved
had failed to turn on their body
cameras, just as they did during

the Taylor raid.
Crews later admitted that no one
in the crowd had been disorderly.
She was fired by Shields in
February. Now she faces up to
10 years in prison if convicted
of a federal charge of using
unreasonable force.
James, the Metro Council
president and former officer,
groaned while recalling McAtee’s
death, saying he was saddened
because he knew him and had
eaten his food. The “extremely
unfortunate and tragic” shooting
has stuck with him as an example
of bad policing, he said.
Drake, the poet and activist,
said more systemic changes are
needed. In the meantime, she
said authorities should apologize
for their treatment of protesters,
and drop any cases against
people arrested for demonstrating
that summer. Hundreds have
been cleared, but some remain
criminally charged. Knowing
it was all so unnecessary only
deepens the pain, she said.
“We could have avoided all
this,” Drake said. “And I think
that’s where the pain comes from
— we were right!”
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‘A Racist, Ahistorical Ideology of Violence’
Christian Nationalism Twists both the Scriptures and the U.S. Constitution
by Cynthia Miller-Idriss
MSNBC Opinion Columnist

One of the longest-standing
principles of American democracy
— the separation of church and
state— is under attack by people
embracing Christian nationalism.
That ideology says that the U.S.
is and should remain a Christian
nation and that Christianity should
be prioritized by the state. Even
when it is not stated, Christian
nationalism implicitly calls for the
U.S. to be a white Christian nation.
By
definition,
Christian
nationalism is incompatible with
the Establishment Clause of the
First Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution, which prohibits the
government from imposing or
endorsing a particular religion.
But Christian nationalists would
prefer that we ignore that founding
document.
In April, Doug Mastriano,
Pennsylvania’s
Republican
nominee for governor, called the
separation of church and state
a “myth.” That same month,
Maryland’s Republican nominee
for governor, Dan Cox, told a crowd
that his platform “recognizes the
creator” and said “we have rights
that supersede government.”
It’s not just Mastriano and Cox.
A growing number of Republicans
now espouse Christian nationalism.
Rep. Lauren Boebert of Colorado
argued in June that “the church is
supposed to direct the government.
The government is not supposed to
direct the church.” Rep. Marjorie
Taylor Greene of Georgia put
it more bluntly in July. “I’m a
Christian and I say it proudly,”
she said. “We should be Christian
nationalists.”
Illustrating
that
Christian
nationalist ideas are moving further
and further into the mainstream, a
September poll by Politico found
that 61% of Republicans and 17% of
Democrats believe the U.S. should
declare itself a Christian nation.
The poll also found that “white
grievance is highly correlated with
support for a Christian nation.”
Indeed, as the Christians Against
Christian Nationalism website
explains, Christian nationalism
“often overlaps with and provides
cover for white supremacy and
racial subjugation.”
The even more dangerous aspect
of Christian nationalism is its
acceptance of the inevitability of
violence. Christian nationalism

A growing number of Republicans — including Rep. Lauren Boebert, R-Col., Republican Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis and Rep. Marjorie
Taylor Greene, R-Ga. — espouse Christian nationalism.MSNBC / Getty Images; AP

argues that Americans are an
exceptional, chosen people who will
eventually face an apocalyptic endtimes battle. This us-versus-them
thinking positions the “other” as a
dire threat that has to be defeated
out of a moral duty to defend
Christian values and prevent the
nation from falling into darkness.
And that “other,” increasingly, is
the other major political party, the
Democrats, or as some Republicans
now call them, “demoncrats.”
Earlier this year, Florida Gov.
Ron DeSantis, quoting the New
Testament Book of Ephesians,
called on a crowd to “put on that
full armor of God” and stand firm
against “the left’s schemes.”
“You’ll be met with flaming
arrows,” he warned, “but the shield
of faith will stop them.”
This twisting of the scriptures to
make partisan arguments is classic
Christian nationalist rhetoric, which
consistently emphasizes a battle
between good and evil and between
purity and contamination. More and
more, Americans are being called
on by Christian nationalists to join
the so-called righteous fight against
degradation and degeneracy, which
they increasingly argue is coming
from the morally bereft or perverse
left. Three years ago, the journalist
Anne Nelson described standing at
a Fort Worth rally for Sen. Ted Cruz,
the Texas Republican, while nearby
supporters referred to Democrats
as “demons” and called then-Rep.
Beto O’Rourke, a Democrat, the
“son of Satan.”
American conservatives aren’t
the only ones who’ve adopted such
language. In a speech last month,

Russian President Vladimir Putin,
who launched an unprovoked
attack against Ukraine in February,
described the entire Western world
as Satanists. Also last month, the
head of the Russian Orthodox
church, Patriarch Kirill, said that
Russian soldiers who die in Ukraine
will be cleansed of all their sins.
Whether here or abroad, this
constant juxtaposition of good and
evil is dangerous. As Lilliana Mason
and Nathan Kalmoe have shown,
partisan moral disengagement,
which means “seeing the other
party as evil, less than human and
a serious threat to the nation,” is a
predictor of pro-violence attitudes.
We’ve already seen how this
kind of rhetoric has mobilized
violence against the LGBTQ
community. Christian nationalist
groups have helped introduce
anti-LGBTQ legislation in states
across the nation, often based on
false arguments about harm that
fly in the face of what the medical
field knows, for example, about the
importance of trans people’s health
and well-being.
As those efforts have ramped
up, so have violent threats and
attacks against medical providers
who offer gender-affirming care
and treatments. Last month, after
false claims about its genderaffirming care circulated on Twitter,
Children’s National Hospital in
Washington was threatened with
violence. Those threats followed
bomb threats against Boston
Children’s Hospital and other
violent threats against hospitals in
Phoenix, Pittsburgh, Seattle, Akron,
Ohio, and Nashville, Tenn., because
of their gender care programs.
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Let me be clear, Christian
nationalism is not Christianity. Nor
is it ordinary patriotism or mere
pride in being American. It is a
perversion of both Christianity and
patriotism. That’s why over 24,000
clergy, church leaders and lay
people from across the U.S. have
signed a statement of “Christians
against Christian Nationalism,”
which argues that Christian
nationalism is “distorting both
the Christian faith and America’s
constitutional democracy.”
Christians who run for office on a
platform that denies the separation
of church and state are dangerous to
our democracy. Even if they don’t
win, their views become more
normalized.
Michael Peroutka, a long-shot
Republican candidate for attorney
general in Maryland, says that, if
elected, his decisions as attorney
general will follow from his
interpretation of Christianity. He
will not, he says, support alreadyenacted laws if they don’t align with
“his understanding of God’s law.”
In his interpretation of Christianity,
there can be no same-sex marriage,
all abortions are illegal, and public
schools are a threat to a Christian
worldview.
At this moment of democratic
crisis, it’s critical to remember that
our nation’s founders sought to
create a country whose government
would not interfere with anyone’s
religious choice — or promote
any single religion. In this sense,
Christian nationalism is not just
undemocratic; it’s profoundly unAmerican.
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Books: A Look at ‘Sundown Towns’
Exploring Another Troubling, Hidden Dimension of American Racism
by James W. Loewen
Special to The ARGUS

The award-winning look at an
ugly aspect of American racism
by the bestselling author of Lies
My Teacher Told Me, reissued
with a new preface by the author
“Powerful and important .
. . an instant classic.” —The
Washington Post Book World

In this groundbreaking work,
sociologist James W. Loewen,
author of the classic bestseller
Lies My Teacher Told Me,
brings to light decades of hidden
racial exclusion in America. In a
provocative, sweeping analysis
of American residential patterns,

MAPPING IT OUT: The Sundown Town Map (above) indicates ʻproblematicʼ areas of the United States.

Loewen uncovers the thousands
of “sundown towns”—almost
exclusively white towns where it
was an unspoken rule that blacks
weren’t welcome—that cropped
up throughout the twentieth
century, most of them located
outside of the South.
Written
with
Loewen’s
trademark
honesty
and
thoroughness, Sundown Towns
won the Gustavus Myers
Outstanding
Book
Award,
received starred reviews in
Publishers Weekly and Booklist,
and launched a nationwide online
effort to track down and catalog

sundown towns across America.

In a new preface, Loewen
puts this history in the context
of current controversies around
white supremacy and the Black
Lives Matter movement. He
revisits sundown towns and
finds the number way down,
but with notable exceptions in
exclusive all-white suburbs such
as Kenilworth, Illinois, which as
of 2010 had not a single black
household. And, although many
former sundown towns are
now integrated, they often face
“second-generation
sundown
town issues,” such as in Ferguson,

www.stlargusnews.com • @argusstl

Missouri, a former sundown
town that is now majority black,
but with a majority-white police
force.
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How to Create Peace in Stressful Situations
by Mantra Lotus

Special Report to The ARGUS
Let’s
talk
about
stress,
shall we?
“Stress is the
human body’s
psychological
a
n
d
physiological
reaction
to
any event or
condition that is
considered a threat or challenge”. Stress
affects our overall well-being and
impacts many fundamental systems
within our body. When we are stressed
our brain sends signals to our adrenal
glands to release more adrenalin and
to produce more cortisol hormones
which put our bodies into flight or fight
mode. These stress hormones affect
our health physically, emotionally, and
intellectually and attribute to 3 main
types of stress. Acute Stress, Episodic
Acute Stress, and Chronic Stress.
Acute stress occurs frequently
and can occur several times a day.
It appears when there is a perceived
threat, a challenge, or something
unexpected that happens throughout
the day. Late for work, for example,
an argument, a traffic jam, you can’t
find your keys, a disturbing phone call
or news. Acute stress is short-term and
easy to manage. And the symptoms
of acute stress don’t last long. Acute
Stress Symptoms: Anxiety, irritability,
memory loss, metabolism, heart
palpitations, sweating, headaches,
stomach discomfort, and decreased
immune system function.
Episodic Acute Stress is when
Acute Stress happens frequently.
Episodic acute stress happens in
repetitive situations. Overworking,
overburdening, Overthinking, grief,
sadness, and worry are episodic acute
stress symptoms. Also, when we allow
known stresses to enter and reenter our
lives, we are creating episodic acute
stress. Episodic acute stress can result
in more serious health problems if
not managed properly, such as heart
disease, and clinical depression.
Chronic Stress Is the most harmful
type of stress to our overall health.
Chronic stress is constant stress that
persists over an extended period of
time. Poverty, abusive situations of any
kind, unhappy relationships, or chronic
illnesses. Symptoms of chronic stress
can be debilitating such as lethargy,
extreme fatigue, insomnia, changes
in appetite, migraine headaches,

neurological issues, psychological
issues, memory loss or difficulty
concentrating, heart disease, diabetes,
and obesity. Also, Chronic Stress
can lead to unhealthy management
habits, such as addiction, self-harm, or
compulsive disorders.
Although, stress is a normal reaction
and affects everyone not all stress is
bad stress. We sometimes need stress
to motivate us. Working late at night
to finish a project for example may
require a bit of nervous energy to get
the job finished. Activities like exercise
can cause physical stress, but, unlike
the acute stressors as discussed earlier,
these are brief moments of productive
energy and the outcome is always
positive. Positive stress is always in our
control and is manageable. Negative
stress feels as if we are not in control
and feels difficult to manage.
So how do we manage bad stress?
How do we create peace in stressful
situations?
First, it is important to note that stress
is how we perceive it. Life changes
and transitions don’t always have to
be stressful or tense. Sometimes it’s
necessary to have a bit of tension to
catapult us to our divine destinations
and when it’s combined with the right
mindset, positive change is inevitable.
Stress management training can help
us deal with life changes in a healthier
way.
Follow the (RRF) Mindful Techniqu
e. Relax, Release, Flow.
Relax
Don’t resist the change in reality. Stay
present in the moment. Sometimes the

more we resist the truth of a situation
the more hurt we cause ourselves,
and when we put more effort into
resisting instead of easing into present
awareness we prolong positive results
like problem-solving or resolution. So,
tell your mind to calm down and relax.
Relax, when stressful moments happen
and focus on the moment. Don’t revert
to past situations and hold on to the
emotions attached to them. View each
change as a new event, and provide a
different outlook.
Release:
Take deep purposeful cleansing
breaths. (RELEASE) Breathe out
any anxiety, fear, or apprehension to
the stress. Deep breathing techniques
enable more air flow into our bodies
and calms the mind, and eases pain
and anxiety. Learning how to release
(blow out) negative energy also allows
positive energy in and creates a strong
sense of balance within the body and
mind.
Flow
Now that you are Relaxed and R
eleasing negative energy and stress,
you are entering into the Flow. Your
mind and body are becoming more
connected and you are becoming one
with the current situation and flowing
naturally. Your mind is open, your
thoughts are clear, and your senses
are heightened. You are flowing in the
present state of existence and capable
of entering into a deep meditative state
free of distraction.
Training our minds to train our bodies
how to react to stressful situations
takes practice. But, by Incorporating
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the RRF Mindfulness Technique into
our daily stress management we can
achieve ultimate results in clarity,
peace and happy well-being.
Other proven techniques for
relieving stress are:
• Exercise: any form of exercise
helps create feel-good endorphins.
• Meditation: Puts you into a
listening state with yourself and helps
you find inner peace that will give you
courage and strength.
• Smiling: Smiling helps with stress
and pain because cortisol levels are
decreased. You feel better, you look
better and you are better when you
smile.
• Connecting with others: Social
interaction is important because family
and friends can provide support and
sometimes just talking with others
about a problem can be the best
medicine.
• Asking for help: Never be
afraid to ask for help when feeling
overwhelmed.
• Getting Adequate Rest: Sleep helps
the body recharge.
• Eating Healthy: Eating a variety of
fruits and vegetables supports a healthy
immune system and reduces stress by
providing extra energy to cope with
stress.
• Setting Boundaries: Don’t be afraid
to say “NO”, Protect your Peace. You
are always in control of whatever you
allow into your space.
Author Mantra Lotus, Founder
of the Loose Woman’s Sanctuary
(A Global Network of Women
Empowering Women) and Host of the
Hello Goddesses Podcast is a St. Louis,
Missouri native. Currently, she teaches
meditation classes at Bayer YMCA in
St. Louis, Missouri. She is the author
of “Brownslip, A Loose Woman’s
Memoir”, which has sold hundreds
of copies and has been the topic of
newspaper articles, feature magazine
articles, and discussion groups. Mantra
is also the author of the children’s
books “Shades of You, 100 Shades
of Black”, an uplifting color therapy
book for Black Children, and “Sarrah’s
Ice Cream” A creative expression of a
child with Autism. Her latest releases
are a collection of Mindful Meditation
Handbooks and visual animations;
“4 Ways to Have a Purposeful Life”
and “I Believe in Miracles”. Mantra
Lotus’s Books can be purchased at
Amazon.com and Barnes and Noble.
To learn more about Mantra Lotus,
visit www.justmantra.org
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Harris-Stowe Alumni Honored at
20th Annual Brown and Gold Gala

by Shirley A. Brown
ARGUS Society Editor

The HarrisStowe State
University
Alumni Association held
its 20th Annual Brown
and Gold Gala
at the Norwood
Hills
Country Club.
The event recognized and honored
Alumni for distinguished career
achievements and outstanding
service. Friends, family, business
associates, and members of the Harris-Stowe State University staff and
faculty joined alumni for the event
which was held during Homecoming Week as Harris-Stowe State
University celebrated its 165th Anniversary.
The Lifetime Achievement Award
was presented to alumni Julius
Hunter and Dr. Joylynn L. Pruitt Adams. Julius Hunter wrote the words
and music to the rousing HarrisStowe Alma Mater song. Before retiring, he celebrated thirty-two years
in broadcasting that included senior
anchor and reporter at KSDK News
Channel 5. At KMOV, TV Channel 4, Hunter was the first African
American assigned to a primetime
position in St. Louis. After retiring
from broadcasting, he worked as
Vice President for Communications at Saint Louis University for
five years; A National Dean’s List
recipient, Dr. Pruitt-Adams’ career
spans forty-five years as a class-

TOP LEFT: Joylynn Pruitt-Adams, Ed.D., Alumni Lifetime Achievement Award; TOP
RIGHT: Bishop Illona Dickson, Distinguished Alumni Award; BOTTOM LEFT: Riseʼ D.
Black, Ed.D., Distinguished Alumni Award; BOTTOM RIGHT: Thomasina Hassler, Ph.D.,
Distinguished Alumni Award.

room teacher, principal, assistant
superintendent and superintendent.
She currently serves as superintendent of Riverview Gardens School
District.
Alumni Dr. Rise’ D. Black, Bishop
Illona Dickson and Dr. Thomasina
Hassler received the Distinguished
Alumni Award. Dr. Rise’ Black,
a retired educator, served over 35
years in education. She served in

the St. Louis Public Schools and the
Riverview Gardens School District;
Bishop Illona Dickson is the founding pastor of the Radiant Life in
Christ Apostolic Church, Pentecostal
Assemblies of the World. A recently
retired teacher, she spent 35 years in
the St. Louis Public School System.
She is the first female in the history
of the Pentecostal Assemblies of the
World to be elevated to the Office of
Suffragan Bishop and Chairman of
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the Midwestern District Council; Dr.
Thomasina Hassler is a former high
school counselor. She is a former
adjunct professor at Harris-Stowe
and serves as an Assistant Teaching
Professor and Director of the Matthew D. Davis Social Justice/Racial
Justice Institute at the University of
Missouri-St. Louis. Dr. Hassler was
appointed to the St. Louis County
Board of Police Commissioners in
2019 and is currently the Chair of
the Board of Managers for the St.
Louis County Metropolitan Police
Academy.
Alum Mary Becks-Larde received
the Alumni Community Service
Award. From 1972-2007, she served
as an elementary teacher and twelve
years as an elementary counselor.
As a member of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc., she served as chair of the
Stork’s Nest for twenty-four years;
Alum Reverend Dr. Doris Graham
received the Alumni Community
Servant Award. She retired in 2005
as assistant principal of Ames Visual
and Performing Arts Magnet school
after serving thirty-eight years in the
St. Louis Public Schools System.
Dr. Graham currently serves as an
elected member of the St. Louis
Community College Board of Trustees. In 1988, she became the first
African American woman elected
to serve on the Ferguson-Florissant
School Board.
Several Alumni received the Outstanding Alumni Leader Under 40
Award. Honorees included William
E. Archibald, Deontrel Brownlee,
Neidra Butler, Ed.D., Pamela Davis, Jeffrey Terrell Dean, Sharnice
Frazier-Boyd, Jazminique Holley,
Batrice Jackson, Jamez Kinnard,
Amanda Moore, Mark Morgan, Jr.,
Brooke Pressley, Malinda Romsey,
Imani Scutchins, Ronnesha Smith
and Jaylia Washington.
The Gold and Brown Gala is the
premier fundraising event of the
HSSU Alumni Association. Support
is critical because proceeds from
the Gold and Brown Gala benefit
scholarships for Harris-Stowe students with a financial need. Scholarship contributions also serve as an
investment in the future of those
students and help to ensure their
success. With 96% of Harris-Stowe
State University students receiving
financial aid and many being first
generation attendees, scholarship
support is one of the most critical
needs supported by the Alumni Association.
As Harris-Stowe continues to
flourish and expand, the need for
student financial support will increase. Harris-Stowe proudly offers the most affordable bachelor’s
degree in the St. Louis metropolitan
area. Expanding from one academic
program to 14, Harris-Stowe has
achieved great success through the
years. Dr. LaTonia Collins Smith
is President of Harris-Stowe State
University, Jeffrey Shaw is Vice
President of Institutional Advancement and Shirley A. Brown is
President of the Harris-Stowe State
University Alumni Association.
For information about the Harris-Stowe State University Alumni
Association, visit www.hssuaai.com
or in addition to Alumni President
Shirley Brown, contact any member
of the HSSU Alumni Association
Board: Sarah Archibald, Carolyn
Thomas, Kalifa Gray, or Nia Smith.
Nominate a Doer: To keep readers
informed on who’s who in the community, Shirley A. Brown’s column
will highlight a community “Doer”
each week. A “Doer” is an individual or organization committed
to making St. Louis a better place to
live and work. Readers are invited
to send “Doer” recommendations to
Ms. Brown. Send recommendations
to sbrown601@aol.com.
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Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf Takes a ‘Stand’
Showtime Says a Documentary About the Basketball Star Will Air on its Network
Joslyn Rose Lyons,” Abdul-Rauf
said in a statement. “Joslyn has
brought a stellar, brilliant vision
to this film. My hope is that my
story will help heal and bring new
perspective to the world.”

ARGUS Staff Report
Showtime Sports Documentary
Films is set to release a documentary
feature based on the life of basketball
star Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf, entitled
“Stand.” The documentary will
premiere in early 2023.

Directed by Joslyn Rose Lyons,
“Stand” explores the personal and
professional struggles of AbdulRauf, from being bullied as a child
due to his Tourette’s syndrome to
becoming a target of hate speech and
Islamophobia during his basketball
career. The documentary film

features exclusive interviews with
several basketball and entertainment
stars including Stephen Curry, Steve
Kerr, Shaquille O’Neal, Jalen Rose,

Mahershala Ali and Ice Cube.

The film marks Lyons’ featurelength directorial debut. Sarah
Allen executive produces alongside
MSM’s Mike Tollin and Mason
Gordon. Colleen Dominguez serves
as producer with Tom Friend and
consulting producer David Kelly.

“It is an honor to be collaborating
with Showtime and the production
team and working with our director,

City to Pay 12M to Family of Daniel Prude
The settlement money, minus lawyers’ fees
and costs, will go to
Prude’s five children,
who are heirs to the estate, attorneys said.
ARGUS Staff Report
ROCHESTER,
N.Y.
(AP)
— City officials agreed to pay $12
million to the children of Daniel
Prude, a Black man who died
after police held him down until
he stopped breathing on a snowy
street in Rochester, New York.
A federal judge approved the
settlement in a court document
filed Thursday. Rochester Mayor
Malik D. Evans said in a statement
that the agreement was “the best

decision” for the city.
“It would have cost taxpayers
even more to litigate, and would
have placed a painful toll on our
community,” said Evans, who
wasn’t in office when Prude died

in March 2020.
The settlement money, minus
lawyers’ fees and costs, will go to
Prude’s five children, who are heirs
to the estate, attorneys said.

“I think that it’s an amount of
money that is sufficient to show
that the City of Rochester recognizes that something very bad happened and that it’s very important
for the city to put it in the rearview
mirror and move forward,” said
lawyer Matthew Piers, who represents the administrator of the
estate.
The agreement is the latest in a
number of settlements involving
police killings of Black people in
the U.S. in the last decade.
Among them: a $27 million agreement with the family of George
Floyd and a $12 million settlement
with relatives of Breonna Taylor.
Their 2020 deaths — his in Minneapolis, hers in Louisville, Kentucky — ignited protests around
the country and fueled a reckoning
on racial justice and policing.
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Ready for Lift-Off: Hawks on the Attack

Team Hopes to Stay Hot as High School Football Playoffs Start to Heat-Up
by Lonnell Cole

ARGUS Sports Contributor
For a team which started
its
emergency
third-string
quarterback,
and
sputtered
offensively in the first quarter, the
Lift for Life Hawks are heading
into opening round of Missouri
state high school football playoffs
this past weekend, looking like a
team that won’t have an early exit
in the Class 2 field.

In fact, after a surprisingly
dominant 40-0 rout of the Priory
Ravens last afternoon at Cardinal
Ritter College Prep, the opposing
coaches who vote on the seeds,
may have underestimated the
Hawks as well.
For in the Class 2, District
1 field, which has seven teams
including Lift for Life and Priory,
the top seed is the same Priory
team. Both teams finished the
regular season with 6-3 records
and will likely meet again in a
couple of weeks for the district
championship. In the meantime,
the
seemingly
short-handed
Hawks manhandled Priory on
Saturday, getting two first quarter
defensive touchdowns on the
way to the blowout: Monterrion
Rush forced a fumble of Priory
quarterback Gerard Grewe on the
very first offensive possession and
scoop it up and ran 30 yards for a
touchdown. Then with less than
three minutes remaining in the
quarter, Derrell Jones returned a
Grewe interception 40 yards for a
touchdown and the rout was on.

“I saw nothing but green (turf)
ahead of me,” said Rush. “I
punched the ball out and picked it
up and ran it in to score.”
For good measure, the Hawks
defense added a safety with
just over a minute to go in the
first quarter to increase the lead
14-0, after they missed both
conversions.

It wasn’t until the first two
minutes of the second quarter that
they scored their first offensive
touchdown, then on a 1-yard
quarterback sneak by Noah Ridgel,
with a first-down run by him that
set up the score. But in the second
half, the Hawks ripped three long
touchdown runs of 41 and 47 yards
by DaKion Phillips and 67 yards
by Sam Williams.
“I felt like the defense carried us
to start the game,” said Phillips.
“We weren’t performing like we
were capable of. Offensively we
started out slow, struggling.”
Hawks coach Charlie Bass
concurred with that assessment.

“Defensively, we played from
the start, but offensively we
struggled,” said Bass. “Both
quarterbacks are hurt, so we
called on our middle linebacker
to play quarterback. He’s not an
experienced quarterback, but he’s
a leader and he made some big
plays for us today.”

Likewise so did the running
backs, who only needed key
blocks from the offensive line to
get into the second wave of Priory
defenders and outrun them, even
with the defenders having angles.
The Hawks offensive line features
Kyren Farmer, Tyler Hollins,
Rishied McCloud, Mikah Simms
and Braxton Sneed.

Conversely, the Priory interior
line was plagued by consistently
errant snaps to the quarterback on
at least seven occasions after being
without its regular center. That
couple with winds that reached
nearly 20 miles per hour and a
relentless defensive pass rush,
made life miserable for the Priory
quarterback and offense. Their
only appearance in the Hawks
red-zone 20-yard line was the last
two minutes of the game. But that
drive eventually sputtered under
penalties and key defensive plays
that kept Priory scoreless.
“It’s hard to play good offense
when you’re having bad snaps and
the defense is in the quarterback’s
face the whole game,” remarked
Priory
coach
Jake
Parent
afterwards.
Lift for Life, which is a public

charter school in the Soulard
district of South St. Louis, is set
to play East Prairie in a playoff
game on Friday at a site yet to be
determined.

Last season the Hawks posted an
8-5 record, playing a challenging
schedule that included much
larger schools. They lost in the
state quarterfinals to Lutheran
St. Charles, the eventual state
champion.
Three seasons ago, the fall of
2019, the Hawks also lost to the
eventual state champions, Lutheran
North , 6-0, in the playoffs.

“I worked that game. “ recalled
referee Cornell Andrews, as he
worked the Lift For Life- Priory
contest on Saturday. “It was a
cold Friday night at Lutheran
North. Standing room only
crowd. Lutheran North was very
concerned.”

Following that playoff escape,
Lutheran North went on to
crush Scott City 57-8 in the
state semifinals and Ava 49-0 in
the championship game, which
suggests that Lift For Life was
arguably the second-best Class 2
team in the state that season. The
Hawks finished 10-1 with that

lone blemish. The pandemic wiped
out their traditional fall season in
2020.

But after playoff losses the last
two full football seasons (2019
and 2021) to the eventual state
champions, the Hawks don’t need
the moral satisfaction of being a
worthy state contender. They need
to actually accomplish it. Beating a
higher seed like Priory,despite Lift
For Life getting off to a slow start
offensively proves its best is yet to
come.
“ We’re coming together more
as a team, “ said Rush. “ We’re
getting better. We’re more on the
same page now.”

Below left to right: Hawks
coach Charlie Bass confers with
two of his players, including
lineman Braxton Sneed (55)
during a timeout of his club’s
game against Priory last Saturday.
(Right) DaKion Phillips(21),
Sam Williams(0), Monterrion
Rush(1),Derell Jones(11) and
Noah Ridgel (9) all scored
touchdowns for the Hawks in a 400 rout of Priory. (Bottom left) Bass
talks to Ridgel, who was starting in
place of two injured quarterbacks.
Photos by Terry Bowen.
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